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Abstract
We study a class of chip strategies in repeated games of incomplete information. This class generalizes
the strategies studied by Möbius (2001) in the context of a favor-exchange model and the strategies
studied in our companion paper Olszewski and Safronov (2017).
In two-player games, if players have private values and their types evolve according to independent
Markov chains, then under very mild conditions on the stage game, the eﬃcient outcome can be approximated by chip-strategy equilibria when the discount factor tends to 1.
We extend this result (assuming stronger conditions) to stage games with any number of players.
Chip strategies can be viewed as a positive model of repeated interactions, and the insights from our
analysis seem applicable in similar contexts, not covered by the present analysis.
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Introduction

Models of repeated games of incomplete information have a wide range of applications. They include: (a)
oligopoly markets in which ﬁrms privately know their costs, (b) repeated auctions in which bidders privately
know their valuations, and (c) favor exchange when a person in need does not know if others can help.
In the existing literature, repeated games of incomplete information have been analyzed by means of two
kinds of strategies: (a) simple and intuitive strategies that allow attainment of only limited payoﬀs, or (b)
strategies that allow attainment of a wider range of payoﬀs but are less intuitive and more involved, or have
been “tailored” with the objective of attaining particular payoﬀs.
In our companion paper, Olszewski and Safronov (2017), we study a class of simple strategies, called
chip strategies, and show that equilibria in strategies from this class approximate eﬃcient outcomes in many
economic applications, including several models studied extensively in the existing literature, such as the
favor-exchange model, repeated auctions, or repeated duopolies. Intuitively, according to these strategies
a player takes an individually suboptimal action if that action creates a “gain” for the opponent which is
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larger than the player’s “loss” from taking it. In exchange, the player implicitly obtains from the opponent a
chip (or a fraction of a chip) that entitles the player to receive this kind of favor at some future date. Players
are initially endowed with a certain number of chips, and a player who runs out of chips is not entitled to
receive any additional favors–and is on suspension–until she provides a favor to her opponent, in which
case the player receives one chip back. Detectable deviations result in a breakdown of cooperation.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Olszewski and Safronov (2017) show that the scope of their simple chip equilibria
is limited. Such equilibria cannot approximate eﬃcient outcomes in some (even symmetric) two-player games
in which players have more than two types. The aim of this paper is to explore a wider class of chip strategies,
which are still relatively simple and intuitive, resemble what we observe in numerous settings in practice,
and support the eﬃcient outcomes in a wider range of games.
Although these more general chip strategies are deﬁned for games with any number of players, the idea
is probably most intuitive in two-player games. According to these more general chip strategies, a player
who takes an action which “helps” the other player increases her chance of implicitly obtaining a chip from
the opponent. If, on the other hand, a player takes an action which “hurts” the other player, she increases
her chance of giving the opponent a chip.
The current paper diﬀers from Olszewski and Safronov (2017) in that players no longer exchange favors
for chips (or fractions thereof) at some constant rate, instead, the probabilities with which players exchange
favors and chips are carefully selected to imitate the d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979)
mechanism by using continuation payoﬀs as transfers. That is, players internalize the eﬀect of their actions
on the current payoﬀs of their opponents by the eﬀect that their actions have on the number of chips they
own, and hence on their own continuation payoﬀs.
For two-player games, we show that if players’ types are i.i.d. or more generally evolve according to
independent Markov chains, then under some very mild conditions on the stage game, the eﬃcient outcome
can be approximated by chip-strategy equilibria when the discount factor tends to 1. The fact that the
eﬃcient outcome can be approximated is roughly intuitive. When players assign higher weights to future
payoﬀs, one can equip them with a larger number of chips. Thus, players go on ineﬃcient suspension less
frequently, and the action proﬁle that maximizes the aggregate payoﬀ is played more frequently.
With more than two players, additional complexity arises if a favor is provided by more than one player
and more than one player beneﬁts from this favor. We provide eﬃciency results for this case as well, but under
somewhat stronger assumptions. This suggests that chip strategies are more natural for bilateral interactions,
although chip strategies can still be used for multilateral interactions in a wide range of applications.

Related literature
Fudenberg, Levine, and Maskin (1994) prove a folk theorem for a family of repeated games in which
players have i.i.d. types and private values. The focus of their paper is entirely on the payoﬀs that can be
attained in equilibria, not on the strategies that yield these payoﬀs. Escobar and Toikka (2013) study the
more general model in which players have Markov independent types and private values. They show that
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the eﬃcient payoﬀs could be attained in some version of review strategies; moreover, Escobar and Toikka
prove that any Pareto-eﬃcient payoﬀ vector above a stationary minmax vector can be attained for a generic
class of games. The review strategies1 used by Escobar and Toikka are intuitive and deliver general results.
However, their complete strategies are not entirely explicit. Contingent on some histories, they are deﬁned
by a ﬁxed-point argument. Hörner, Takahashi, and Vieille (2015) provide even more general results, relaxing
the assumptions of private values and independent types; the focus of their paper is also on the payoﬀs that
can be attained in equilibria.2
Some versions of chip strategies were introduced in the context of a two-player, favor-exchange model by
Möbius (2001) and studied in the subsequent papers by Hauser and Hopenhayn (2008) and Abdulkadiroglu
and Bagwell (2012). Some form of one-chip strategies also appears in the study of oligopolies (see Athey,
Bagwell, and Sanchirico (2004), Athey and Bagwell (2008), and the discussion of repeated games with
incomplete information in Mailath and Samuelson (2006)), and in the papers on repeated auctions by Aoyagi
(2003, 2007), and Rachmilevitch (2013). Chip strategies have also been used by Wolitzky (2015) in a model
of information transmission on networks.
The focus of our paper is on behavior rather than on payoﬀs. We do not pretend to improve on the
existing literature in terms of generality of eﬃciency results. Indeed, Fudenberg, Levine, and Maskin, and
Escobar and Toikka provide quite general results for stage games with private values and independent types.
Hörner, Takahashi, and Vieille (2015) provide even more general results, relaxing the assumptions of private
values, independent types, and perfect monitoring. We view our main contribution as describing intuitive
strategies which provide a positive model of playing repeated games with incomplete information. Under
relatively mild conditions, these strategies approximate eﬃcient payoﬀs in settings with Markov independent
types and private values. However, our methods also allow for showing the existence of eﬃcient equilibria
in settings in which this existence cannot be derived from the literature, namely, in some repeated auctions
with correlated types in which the monitoring is imperfect, and the values may not be private. (Moreover,
the construction of eﬃcient equilibria is much simpler for the repeated auctions. And so we relegate the
analysis to Olszewski and Safronov (2017), in which we study such simpler strategies.)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model and present our
main assumptions on the stage game. In Section 3, we show the eﬃciency result for repeated games with
transfers. This result is not new; the purpose of including it is to demonstrate the idea of transfers as in
the d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979) mechanism, which will later be imitated by
continuation payoﬀs. In Sections 4 and 5, we describe chip-strategy equilibria for two-player games with i.i.d.
1 Review

strategies were initially studied by Radner (1985) in a repeated moral-hazard game. In the case of i.i.d. costs, the

ideas behind Escobar and Toikka’s equilibria are also closely related to the linking mechanism from Jackson and Sonnenschein
(2007).
2 They

also imitate the d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979) mechanism to construct suitable monetary

transfers which are recursively imitated by continuation payoﬀs.
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types and prove their approximate eﬃciency. We generalize this result to two-player games with Markov
types and games with any number of players in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. We discuss some advantages
and drawbacks of chip-strategy equilibria in Section 8.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Model

Consider a normal-form game G with I players, indexed by i = 1, ..., I. Let Ai and Θi be the ﬁnite sets of
actions and (privately observed) types, respectively, of player i. Let ui (θi , a) be the payoﬀ of player i. We
make some assumptions on the payoﬀs, but it will be convenient to postpone presenting them to the end of
this section.
We study a repeated game in which players play stage game G in periods t = 1, 2, ..., and discount future
payoﬀs at a common rate δ; it is convenient to denote 1 − δ by ε. Actions are publicly observed at the
end of each period. In the repeated game, players are allowed to communicate at the beginning of each
period by sending simultaneous, publicly observed cheap-talk messages regarding their types. We assume
that the message space of each player i coincides with the type space Θi .3 Players also have access to a public
randomization device, that is, they observe the realization of a random variable distributed uniformly on the
interval [0, 1]. The timing of events in each period is as follows: (a) players privately observe their types; (b)
they simultaneously send public cheap-talk messages regarding their types; (c) players simultaneously take
publicly observed actions; (d) they observe a realization of the public randomization device.
We will ﬁrst assume that players’ types are i.i.d. according to distributions η i , i = 1, ..., I, and then
generalize the results to the case in which players’ types are still independently distributed but evolve over
time according to homogeneous, aperiodic irreducible Markov chains. We assume that there exists a t such
that for every pair of type proﬁles θ, θ ′ , if the type proﬁle in the current period is θ, the type proﬁle t periods
from now will be θ′ with positive probability. By the Ergodic Theorem (see, for example, Shiryaev, 1996),
every such process has a limiting type distribution η = (η1 , ..., ηI ), and independently of the initial type
proﬁle, the distribution of types at time t converges to the limiting distribution at an exponential rate as
t → ∞.
All other elements of the model, that is, histories, repeated-game strategies, and payoﬀs, are deﬁned in
the standard manner.

2.2

Assumptions on the stage game

In this section, we present the assumptions that we impose on the stage game in the case of two players with
i.i.d. types. Since these assumptions will also be used in the case of more than two players, we present them
3 This

message space can be replaced with any other message space that has at least as many number of elements.
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in the general form. We will adjust these assumptions to the Markov case in Section 6. For more than two
players, we will need an additional assumption, which we introduce and discuss in Section 7.
For any set of players R ⊂ {1, ..., I} and their type proﬁle θR ∈ ΘR =

Θi , denote by a(θ R ) an
i∈R

R-eﬃcient action proﬁle, that is, an action proﬁle that maximizes the total payoﬀ of all players in R. For
any θ, denote by a(θ) the eﬃcient action proﬁle, that is, the action proﬁle that maximizes the sum of the
stage-game payoﬀs of all I players. We will make the following assumptions:
Assumption I: For all subsets R ⊂ {1, ..., I} and all type proﬁles θR ∈ ΘR there is a unique action
proﬁle a(θR ) that maximizes the total payoﬀ of all players in R, given the proﬁle θ; in addition, a(θR ) = a(θ′R )
for all θ R and θ′R such that θi = θ′i for some i ∈ R and θj = θ′j for all i = j ∈ R.
i
= Eθ (ui (θi , a(θR ))) denote the expected stage-game payoﬀ of player i, when players take
For i ∈
/ R let vR
i
the R-eﬃcient action proﬁle. Similarly, for i ∈ R let wR
denote the expected stage-game payoﬀ of player i,

when players take the R-eﬃcient action proﬁle. We will sometimes call the players in R active and say that
the players not in R are on suspension.
Assumption II: For any i, j ∈ {1, ..., I} and any R such that i, j ∈ R,
i
i
i
vR−{i}
< wR
< wR−{j}
.

Here and throughout the paper, when we use symbols i and j to denote players, we assume that i = j,
that is, that these two letters denote diﬀerent players. Assumption II guarantees that every player prefers
being active to being on suspension (regardless of which of the other players are active), and that every
player gains from another player going on suspension.
Assumption III (in the i.i.d. case): The incomplete information stage game has a Bayesian Nash
i
equilibrium in which the payoﬀ of every player i is strictly less than wR
for R = {1, ..., I}.

We will call the equilibrium described in Assumption III the bad equilibrium. Though Assumption III does
not hold for all games, bad equilibria do exist in many settings of interest. In addition, in symmetric games
a stage-game symmetric equilibrium always exists. This equilibrium can be either eﬃcient, or ineﬃcient. In
the latter case, the game satisﬁes Assumption III and allows for the construction of an eﬃcient equilibrium
in chip strategies.

3

The main idea

We ﬁrst focus on the i.i.d. types. Later, we generalize our results to the case when players’ types are
Markovian. The main idea of our construction is to imitate the AGV mechanism (see d’Aspremont and
5

Gerard-Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979)) using variations in continuation payoﬀs as transfers. To introduce
this idea, we assume in this section that players are allowed to make monetary transfers to one another
at the end of each period, and that these transfers enter players’ payoﬀs in the quasi-linear manner. We
construct an eﬃcient equilibrium using monetary transfers. Then, in the next section, we will show that
those monetary transfers can be imitated by variations in continuation payoﬀs.
Theorem 1. If the stage game satisﬁes Assumption III and players are allowed to make monetary
transfers at the end of each period, then the eﬃcient payoﬀ can be attained in equilibrium if the discount
factor is suﬃciently large. If in addition the game satisﬁes Assumption I, then the eﬃcient payoﬀ can be
attained in strict equilibrium.
We prove Theorem 1 by essentially constructing the expected externality mechanism of d’Aspremont
and Gerard-Varet. The claim in Theorem 1 is not new; for example, Athey and Segal (2013) established a
more general result (see their Proposition 2). Our main objective, however, is to prove the result without
transfers, and in chip strategies. We provide the proof of Theorem 1 not only for completeness, but we will
refer to this construction in the following sections.
First, we introduce some auxiliary terms, which will also be used later. Let
sji = Eθ−i (uj (θj , a(θ i , θ −i ))) − Eθi Eθ−i (uj (θj , a(θi , θ−i )))
be the expected eﬀect of player i’s report θi on player j’s payoﬀ; in particular, sji > 0 (sji ≤ 0) if player
i reports a type that gives player j in expectation a payoﬀ higher (no higher) than the ex ante expected
payoﬀ. This eﬀect is obviously a function of θi , but we will often disregard its argument as that will cause
no confusion. Let
sji

si =
j=i

be the eﬀect of player i’s report on the total payoﬀ of all other players. Further, let
pi = Pr{si > 0} · Eθi [si |si > 0],
or equivalently,
pi = − Pr{si ≤ 0} · Eθi [si |si ≤ 0].
To show Theorem 1, consider the following strategies.
(A) In every period, players report their types truthfully.
(B) If θ is the reported type proﬁle, players take action proﬁle a(θ).
(C) Players make transfers. For all i, j ∈ {1, ..., I}, player j transfers sji to player i.
That is, player i obtains (as a transfer) the diﬀerence between the sums of the interim and ex ante
expected payoﬀs of the other players. Player i’s expected payoﬀ from reporting θ′i , given truthful reporting
6

of the other players, is then
Eθ−i (ui (θ i , a(θ ′i , θ −i ))) +

Eθ−i (uj (θj , a(θ ′i , θ−i ))) − Eθi Eθ−i (uj (θj , a(θi , θ−i ))) −
j=i

−

Eθj Eθ−j (ui (θ i , a(θ i , θ−i ))) − Eθj Eθ−j (ui (θi , a(θi , θ−i ))) .
j=i

The ﬁrst term in this expression is player i’s expected interim payoﬀ given her actual and reported types,
the second term is the expected payment to player i from the other players, and the third term is the expected
payment of player i to the other players. The third term is equal to zero, and the second part of the second
term does not depend on player i’s report, while the ﬁrst term and the ﬁrst part of the second term sum up
to

I

Eθ−i (uj (θj , a(θ ′i , θ−i )))

(1)

j=1

Thus, if the players other than i report truthfully, player i has incentives to maximize the sum of the
stage-game payoﬀs, which is attained by reporting her own type truthfully.
(D) An action proﬁle other than a(θ) for any reported type proﬁle θ, or any refusal to make the prescribed
transfers, triggers a permanent repetition of the bad stage-game equilibrium.
This obviously disciplines the players to take action proﬁle a(θ) given any report θ, and to make the
prescribed transfers.
The prescribed strategies are incentive compatible and attain the eﬃcient payoﬀ.

4

Eﬃcient chip strategies for two players with i.i.d. types

We will now specify chip strategies that approximate the eﬃcient outcome in an arbitrary two-player game
that satisﬁes our assumptions: At the beginning of each period, player i holds ki ∈ {0, ..., 2n} chips, where
k1 + k2 = 2n, with k1 = k2 = n at the beginning of the repeated game. The number ki is the state of the
game. The game is played as follows:
(A) is as in Section 3, that is, players report their types truthfully. (B) is almost as in Section 3, that is,
if θ is the reported type proﬁle and ki = 0, 2n, then players take action proﬁle a(θ). We will specify in (E)
what happens in states ki = 0, 2n.
The state for the following period is determined at the end of the current period, contingent on the
realization of the public randomization device, by the following four-component lottery. The ﬁrst component
describes the way in which player i’s report aﬀects the state. The second component describes the way
in which the report of player j aﬀects the state. These two lotteries are independent. The third and
fourth components are adjustment terms, independent of the reports. Suppose player i currently holds
ki = k = 0, 2n chips. Then (C) from Section 3 is replaced with (C1)—(C4):
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(C1) Player i obtains a chip from player j with probability αik si 1{si >0} and gives player j a chip with
probability −φik si 1{si ≤0} ;4
The coeﬃcients αik and φik will be speciﬁed later. For now, it is important to know that they will converge
to 0 as the discount factor converges to 1, which makes these probabilities well-deﬁned.
(C2) Player j gives player i a chip with probability −φj2n−k sj 1{sj ≤0} and obtains a chip from player i
with probability αj2n−k sj 1{sj >0} .
(C3) Player i gives player j a chip with probability
1
− φik pi − αj2n−k pj ,
3
independently of the messages sent in the current period, and obtains a chip from player j with probability
1
− αik pi − φj2n−k pj ,
3
independently of the messages sent in the current period;
(C4) The state in the following period is unaltered with the remaining probability.
That is, in the four-component lottery the total probability of player i giving a chip to player j (as well as
receiving a chip from player j) is a sum of the corresponding probabilities in (C1)—(C3). With the remaining
probability the state is unaltered.
(D) As in Section 3, if an action proﬁle other than a(θ) is observed, for any reported type proﬁle θ, in
the following period players switch to permanently playing the bad stage-game equilibrium.
(E) If player i is left with no chip, she goes on suspension. This means that for the following M periods
(where M is deﬁned later) the players report their types truthfully and play the action proﬁle which is most
preferred by i’s opponent. After the M periods, player i comes back from suspension, which means that she
obtains one chip from the opponent.5

6

Theorem 2. In any two-player repeated game in which the players’ types are i.i.d. and the stage game
satisﬁes Assumptions I—III, the eﬃcient payoﬀ can be arbitrarily closely approximated by chip-strategy strict
equilibria when the discount factor δ is suﬃciently close to 1.
The intuition behind our construction and this result is as follows. At the beginning of each period,
the transition probabilities between various states are exogenously speciﬁed, independently of the players’
reports. (In the particular case of our strategies, the probability of transiting to each “neighbor” state is
4 The

symbol 1{} denotes the characteristic function of the set {}.

That is, αik si 1{si >0} = αik si when si > 0, and

αik si 1{si >0} = 0 when si ≤ 0; similarly, −φik si 1{si ≤0} = −φik si when si ≤ 0 and −φik si 1{si ≤0} = 0 when si > 0.
5 It

is worth pointing out that truthful reporting is incentive compatible for players on suspension, since their reports have

no eﬀect on the action proﬁles that are most preferred by their opponents (by the assumption that each player’s payoﬀs are
independent of the other players types).
6 The

suspension enlarges the number of states, since at k = 0 or k = 2n, the strategies depend on the time spent in

suspension. For the sake of brevity, we postpone the discussion of additional suspension states to Section 5.2.
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1/3, as is the probability of remaining in the current state.) These ex ante probabilities must have the
property that the long-run occupation probabilities of the extreme states, in which one of the players goes
on suspension, are negligible. This will guarantee the approximate eﬃciency of our strategies.
These initially speciﬁed transition probabilities are then adjusted contingent on players’ reports. By
imposing a positive externality on the opponent’s ﬂow payoﬀ, a player increases her chance of obtaining
a chip; and by imposing a negative externality on the opponent’s ﬂow payoﬀ, she increases her chance of
giving away a chip. Assumption II implies that players prefer having more chips to having fewer chips. More
speciﬁcally, the adjusted probabilities are speciﬁed to imitate the AGV transfers, which guarantees that the
players have incentives to maximize the aggregate payoﬀ.
It is possible to ﬁnd alternative chip strategies which achieve eﬃciency and induce truth-telling. The
adjustment terms in condition (C3) can be changed, making the probability with which a player obtains an
additional chip or gives a chip to the opponent diﬀerent from 1/3. As we go through our analysis, we will
indicate two properties of the adjustment terms that are required for our construction, and highlight these
two properties in bold font. Similarly, we will indicate and highlight the required properties of α’s and φ’s.

5

Analysis

5.1

Value functions

For two-player games, we adopt a slightly simpler notation. Namely, let vi denote the (expected) stage-game
i
payoﬀ of player i when she is on suspension (i.e., vi = vR
for R = {1, 2} − {i}), and let wji denote the
i
stage-game payoﬀ of player i when player j is on suspension (i.e., wji = wR
for R = {1, 2} − {j}), and let wi

denote the stage game payoﬀ of player i when both players are active (i.e., wi = w{1,2} ).
Denote by Vki the continuation payoﬀ of player i in the state in which she has ki = k chips. These payoﬀs
are computed assuming that players play the prescribed strategies, and at the ex-ante stage when players
have not yet learned their current types. We will often call Vki ’s value functions.
The coeﬃcients αik and φik will sometimes be called probabilities of control, since they determine the
chance that player i’s report will aﬀect the state in the following period. They will be deﬁned in such a way
that the following equations are satisﬁed:
i
αik si (1 − ε) Vk+1
− Vki = si ε

for si > 0, and
i
φik (−si )(1 − ε)[Vk−1
− Vki ] = si ε

for si ≤ 0.7
This choice of αik and φik gives player i the incentives to maximize the sum of the stage-game
payoﬀs of both players, in exactly the same way that transfers do in Section 3. Indeed, by (C1)
7 The

value of Vki will not depend on the coeﬃcients αik , φik , and will be determined beforehand.
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and (C2) of the deﬁnition of strategies, player i’s report aﬀects her continuation payoﬀ at the beginning of
the following period through the left-hand sides of the equations that deﬁne αik and φik . The right-hand
sides of those equations are equal to the sum of stage-game payoﬀs across all players other than i, which,
together with the eﬀect of player i’s report on her own stage-game payoﬀ, yields the desired incentives to
maximize the sum of the stage-game payoﬀs of all players.
Of course, αik ’s and φik ’s may not necessarily imitate the d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet transfers exactly.
It is suﬃcient to guarantee that players prefer reporting their types truthfully to reporting
other types. Since by Assumption I a unilateral misreport induces an ineﬃcient choice of
the action proﬁle, players have strict incentives to report truthfully under the d’Aspremont
and Gerard-Varet transfers. It is therefore suﬃcient to imitate the d’Aspremont and GerardVaret transfers only approximately. In general, however, players may have many type proﬁles that
induce payoﬀs close to the payoﬀs induced by truthful reports, and then αik ’s and φik ’s must be chosen very
close to those that exactly imitate the d’Aspremont and Gerard-Varet transfers.
By dividing the equations for αik and φik by si , we obtain
i
i
αik (1 − ε) Vk+1
− Vki = ε and φik (1 − ε)[Vki − Vk−1
] = ε.

(2)

Given the prescribed strategies, value Vki for k = 1, 2, ..., 2n − 1 satisﬁes the following recursive equation:
1 i
1
1 i
Vki = εwi + (1 − ε) Vk−1
+ (1 − ε) Vki + (1 − ε) Vk+1
.
3
3
3

(3)

Indeed, player i’s current stage-game payoﬀ is wi . By (C1) of the deﬁnition of strategies, player i gives
the opponent a chip with probability −si φik when si ≤ 0, in expectation, this yields φik pi . By (C2) of the
deﬁnition, player i gives the opponent a chip with probability sj αj2n−k when sj > 0, in expectation, this
yields αj2n−k pj . Together with the report-independent chance of giving the opponent a chip described in
(C3), this yields a probability of 1/3 for player i giving a chip, and hence the second term in the expression
for Vki . In a similar manner, we compute the third term - the chance of staying in the state with ki = k
chips, and the fourth term - the chance of player i obtaining a chip from the opponent.
For k = 0 (omitting terms of order smaller than ε),
V0i = Mεvi + (1 − M ε)V1i ,

(4)

and for k = 2n (again omitting terms of order smaller than ε),
i
i
V2n
= M εwji + (1 − Mε)V2n−1
.

5.2

(5)

Eﬃciency

In this section, we will show that the strategies described above approximate the eﬃcient outcome. The
strategies induce a stochastic Markov chain over states k = 2n + M − 1, ..., 2n, 2n − 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., −M + 1.
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States 2n + M − 1, ..., 2n correspond to the periods in which player 2 is on suspension. States 0, ..., −M + 1
correspond to the periods in which player 1 is on suspension. States 1, ..., 2n − 1 correspond to the periods
in which neither player is on suspension, and they indicate the number of chips held by player 1. By the
Ergodic Theorem (see, for example, Chapter 1, §12, Theorem 1 in Shiryaev, 1996), there exists a probability
distribution πk over states {k = 2n + M − 1, ..., −M + 1} such that the probability of being in state k
after a suﬃciently large number of periods is arbitrarily close to π k , independent of the initial state. This
probability distribution
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that corresponds to eigenvalue 1, where the entry in row l and column m is the probability of transiting
from state m to state l. It is easy to verify that the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1 must have
πk =

3
2M + 3(2n − 1)

for k = 1, ..., 2n − 1, and
1
2M + 3(2n − 1)
for k = 2n + M − 1, ..., 2n and k = 0, ..., −M + 1.
πk =

Since the expected payoﬀ vector in any state k ∈ {1, ..., 2n − 1} is eﬃcient, it follows that, when δ is
suﬃciently close to 1, the player’s payoﬀ vector is eﬃcient with probability arbitrarily close to
3(2n − 1)
,
2M + 3(2n − 1)
which is the sum of the ergodic occupation probabilities of states k = 1, ..., 2n−1. This probability converges
to 1 when n converges to ∞ faster than M does.
Notice that the eﬃcient outcome can be approximated only when the transition probabilities are such
that the ergodic occupation probabilities of states 2n and 0 converge to 0.
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5.3

Probabilities of control, incentives

The probabilities of control, αik and φik , are deﬁned by the equations in (2), where the value functions
are determined recursively by the equations (3)—(5). Notice that the value functions determined by these
equations may not be the actual value functions in the repeated game, since we omitted terms of order
smaller than ε in (4) and (5). In particular, the probabilities of control imitate the d’Aspremont and GerardVaret transfers only in approximation. Nevertheless, due to Assumption I, players will be induced to report
truthfully for suﬃciently small values of ε, since they would have strict incentives under the d’Aspremont and
Gerard-Varet transfers. Note that the issue of providing incentives concerns only deterring on equilibrium
path deviations, that is, that players have incentives to report truthfully. “Oﬀ-path deviations” are deterred
by the threat of switching to the bad equilibrium.
All that remains to be shown is that the coeﬃcients αik and φik are positive but small. This will be
achieved by considering the value of having one more chip,
i
− Vki ,
∆ik := Vk+1

for k = 2n − 1, 2n − 2, ..., 0, and proving that all ∆ik ’s are much larger than ε when M is suﬃciently large.
By (3),
1
1
1
∆ik = (1 − ε) ∆ik+1 + (1 − ε) ∆ik + (1 − ε) ∆ik−1
3
3
3
for k = 2n − 2, ..., 1; and by (4) and (5),
∆i2n−1 = Mεwji − Mεwi
and
∆i0 = Mεwi − M εv i ,
i
where we use the fact that V2n−1
and V1i converge to wi as ε converges to 0.

For ε = 0, this system of equations is satisﬁed by all ∆’s that are equal to 0. By the Implicit Function
Theorem, ∆’s are diﬀerentiable functions of ε. By taking the derivatives of the equations for ∆’s with respect
to ε, and plugging in 0 for ε and all ∆’s, we obtain a system of equations for the derivatives of ∆’s at ε = 0.
This implies that if we replace each ∆ik by its derivative ∂∆ik /∂ε at ε = 0, then our system of equations must
be satisﬁed for ε = 0, and for the free terms M εwji − M εwi and Mεwi − M εv i replaced with M wji − M wi
and M wi − Mv i , respectively. In matrix notation, this new system of linear equations can be expressed as


 

1
0
0
.
.
.
.
∂∆i2n−1 /∂ε
M wji − Mwi


 



 

 −1/3 2/3 −1/3

.
.   ∂∆i2n−2 /∂ε  
0


 


 


 
 0

−1/3 2/3 −1/3
.
. 
.
.


 



 

 .
=
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 
.
.


 



 


 .
 

.
.
.
.


 



 

 .
 

.
−1/3 2/3 −1/3  
0


 

.
.
.
.
0
0
1
∂∆i0 /∂ε
Mwi − M vi
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By using Gauss-Jordan elimination method, we reduce the system to

∂∆i2n−1 /∂ε
1 0
0
.
.
.
.


0 2/3 −1/3
.
.   ∂∆i2n−2 /∂ε


0 0
1/2 −1/3
.
. 
.


0 0
0
4/9 −1/3
.
. 
.



.
.
.
.


.
.
0
(2n − 1)/3(2n − 2) −1/3  

.
.
.
.
0
0
1
∂∆i0 /∂ε





M (wji − wi )

 
 
 
M(wji − wi )/3
 
 
 
M(wji − wi )/6
 
 
=
M(wji − wi )/9
 
 
 
.
 
 
i
i
  M (wj − w )/3(2n − 2)
 
M (wi − vi )

Let u be the smaller of the two numbers wji − wi and wi − vi ; both of these numbers are positive, by
Assumption II. This implies by recursion (beginning from k = 0) that
∂∆ik /∂ε ≥ M u/2
for all k. This implies, in turn, that ∆ik is larger than M uε/4 for all k when ε is suﬃciently small.
Notice that players can be provided incentives to maximize the total payoﬀ only when the transition
probabilities are such that the value of having one more chip is high enough compared to ε.

6

Eﬃcient chip strategies for two players with Markov types

In this section, we generalize the result from the previous section to players’ types being independently
distributed across players but evolving over time according to homogeneous, aperiodic irreducible Markov
chains. We denote the limiting (ergodic) distribution of type proﬁles by η; that is, independently of the initial
type proﬁle, the distribution of type proﬁles at time t converges to η (at an exponential rate) as t → ∞.
To construct the eﬃcient chip strategies for players with Markov types, we will modify the chip strategies
constructed in the i.i.d. case, for players’ types being distributed according to η. Recall the intuition from
the i.i.d. case. The transition probabilities (that is, the probabilities of chip transfers between players) were
ﬁrst deﬁned independently of players’ reports, and then adjusted contingent on players’ reports to make
players internalize the externality they impose on the opponents’ ﬂow payoﬀs.
In the Markov case, players’ expected stage-game payoﬀs depend on the reports from the previous period.
Thus, to align the players’ individual incentives with the objective of maximizing the total payoﬀ of the two
players, the transition probabilities must be adjusted contingent on the reports from the previous period.
This causes players’ current reports to have an eﬀect on the strategies and payoﬀs in the following period;
and by iterating this argument, in any number of future periods.
However, this eﬀect vanishes at an exponential rate. When δ is close to 1, the transition probabilities can
still be adjusted to make players internalize the eﬀect of their reports on other players’ payoﬀs for any given
number of future periods. The eﬀects in more remote periods have, however, negligible impact on the current
incentives. Notice that strict incentives of each player to report truthfully, guaranteed by Assumption I, are
13











.








essential for this argument; if a(θR ) = a(θ′R ) for two proﬁles θR and θ′R which diﬀer only by the type of
player i, then player i could be given incentives to misreport her type even by small diﬀerences in her payoﬀ
coming from remote periods.
Notice also that the transition probabilities cannot be adjusted to make players internalize the eﬀect of
their reports on other players’ payoﬀs in all future periods. The adjustment in the transition probabilities
for a ﬁnite number of periods is an expression of order O(ε), while if the eﬀects in all periods were included,
then the adjustment would be an expression of order O(1).
i
i
In the Markovian case, we retain Assumptions I—III and we use the notations vR
, wR
for the payoﬀs as

deﬁned for players’ types being i.i.d. according to the limiting distribution η. However, we modify Assumption
III as follows:
Assumption III (in the Markov case): The repeated game has an equilibrium in which the payoﬀ
i
of every player i is less than wR
for R = {1, ..., I}.

When types are Markov, we no longer have a repeated-game equilibrium, which would be a repetition
of the stage-game strategies. This problem has been pointed out in earlier papers (see, for example, Athey
and Bagwell (2008) and Escobar and Toikka (2013)). Thus, we need to assume the existence of a bad
equilibrium in the repeated game. It is relatively easy to explicitly construct bad repeated-game equilibria
in many concrete settings (such equilibria, called worst carrot-and-stick equilibria, have been constructed for
the repeated version of Spulber’s oligopoly by Athey and Bagwell (2008)).

6.1

Modiﬁed strategies

Assumptions I—III allow for construction of chip-strategy equilibria in the case when players’ types are i.i.d.
according to η. As before, we use the notation wi , v i , wji for the expected stage-game payoﬀs of player i,
when players’ types are distributed according to η, and when no player, player i, or player j, respectively,
is on suspension. Further, we denote by Vki the value functions in this i.i.d. case, and by αik and φik the
probabilities of control. We will now adapt these strategies to the Markovian case.
First, we make a more speciﬁc assumption about the values of M and n; we no longer merely require M
to tend to inﬁnity more slowly than n; we also require n/M to tend to inﬁnity more slowly than M . For
concreteness, assume that n tends to ∞ at the same rate as M 3/2 :
M 3/2 ∼ n.

(6)

We keep the same probabilities of control, αik and φik , as in the case with i.i.d. types distributed according
to η. The only change we make in the construction of strategies is that we deﬁne si and pi diﬀerently. To
deﬁne them, we need to estimate the eﬀect of player i’s current report on player j’s ﬂow payoﬀ over the next
T periods, where T is large enough that any dependence of j’s ﬂow payoﬀ on i’s report can essentially be
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neglected after those T periods. The variable si will be deﬁned as the change in the aforementioned eﬀect
from its expected value.
The expected payoﬀ of player j over the next T periods depends on j’s previous type θ−1
j , which coincides
with the j’s previous report, and i’s current report θ i . This payoﬀ is evaluated when j’s current type is still
unknown. Denote this payoﬀ by
T
i
Bk,T
(θ −1
j , θi ) =

−1
(1 − ε)t E[u+t
j | θi , θj ],
t=0

8
where u+t
j is j’s payoﬀ in t periods after the current one. We take the value of T to be large enough that

the eﬀect of i’s report on j’s payoﬀ after T periods depends only marginally on θi .
Claim 1. For any ∆ > 0 and any types θ ′i , θ ′′i , and θ−1
j , there exists a number T such that for any t > T
we have
′ −1
′′ −1
+t
E[u+t
j | θi , θj ] − E[uj | θi , θj ] < ∆.

If players never went on suspension, this claim would follow directly from the convergence of a Markov
chain to its limiting distribution η. Since players may go on suspension, with probability depending on their
reports, the value of u+t
j may be aﬀected not only by the expectation of the actions that are going to be
played but also by the probability of going on suspension. However, the probability of a player’s report
aﬀecting the possibility of going on suspension in a remote period is of order O(1/M ), and is therefore
negligible if M is suﬃciently large.
We can now deﬁne T as the number which satisﬁes Claim 1 for any ∆ less than the diﬀerence in the total
payoﬀ,
[u1 (θ1 , a(θ)) + u2 (θ2 , a(θ))] − [u1 (θ1 , a) + u2 (θ 2 , a)],
for all proﬁles θ = (θ1 , θ2 ), and all actions a = a(θ ′ ) for θ′ = θ. By Assumption I, this diﬀerence is positive.
i
We deﬁne sik (θ−1 , θi ) as the diﬀerence between Bk,T
(θ−1
j , θ i ) and its expectation, which is estimated

based on i’s report θ−1
in the previous period:9
i
−1
−1
i
i
sik (θ −1 , θi ) = Bk,T
(θ −1
j , θi ) − Eθi [Bk,T (θj , θi ) | θ i ].

We omit T in the notation for sik . The variable pi is deﬁned as in the i.i.d. case:
pik (θ−1 ) = Pr{sik (θ−1 , θ i ) > 0} · Eθi [sik (θ −1 , θi )|sik (θ−1 , θ i ) > 0].
8 The

i
formula for Bk,T
(θ−1
j , θ i ) includes the possibility that players can be on suspension within the next T periods. Thus,

−1
i
i
Bk,T
(θ−1
, θi ) depend on the number of chips k currently held by player i, in contrast to the case when players
j , θ i ) and sk (θ

had i.i.d. types.
9 When

player x ∈ {i, j} is returning from suspension, we use type θ−M
that was reported M periods ago, just before the
x

suspension. For the other player −x we use type θ−1
−x that was reported in the previous period.
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6.2

Eﬃciency and incentives

In this section, we show that the “Markovian” chip strategies approximate eﬃcient outcomes and are incentive
compatible.
Theorem 3. In any two-player repeated game in which the players’ types are Markov, and the stage
game satisﬁes Assumptions I—III, the eﬃcient payoﬀ can be arbitrarily closely approximated by chip-strategy
strict equilibria when the discount factor δ is suﬃciently close to 1.
The transition probabilities between various chip structures in the chip strategies are the same as in the
i.i.d. case. Thus, the ergodic distribution over chip structures is also the same as in the i.i.d. case, and the
probability of being in an ineﬃcient state, that is, of some player being on suspension, vanishes as n → ∞.10
Therefore, players’ payoﬀs are approximately eﬃcient.
To check that players have incentives to report truthfully, we will show that the value of having one
more chip in the Markovian case is very close to the corresponding value in the i.i.d. case when types are
distributed according to η. Then we will conclude that the eﬀect of player i’s report on her payoﬀ is very
close to that in the d’Aspremont Gerard-Varet mechanism.
If players report truthfully, the value function of player i, estimated at the beginning of the period,
depends on the state, i.e., the number k of chips she holds, and on the previous type proﬁle θ−1 . Thus, the
i
11
value function will be denoted by Vk,θ
We ﬁrst claim that the continuation payoﬀ of player i with k
−1 .

chips depends only in a limited way on the previous type proﬁle θ−1 :
Claim 2. For any k, and two type proﬁles in the previous period, θ−1 = θ and θ−1 = θ′ , there is a
i
i
constant C > 0, independent of ε, M, and n, such that |Vk,θ
− Vk,θ
′ | < Cε.

This claim follows from two facts concerning the prescribed strategies: (a) for any two current type
proﬁles θ−1 = θ and θ−1 = θ′ , the probability that the type proﬁles t periods from now will coincide tends
to 1 at an exponential rate, independent of the discount factor; and (b) for any current number of chips k,
the probability of player i having one less (more) chip in the following period (in M periods from now, when
k = 0 or 2n) is independent of the previous type proﬁle. More precisely, the probability of having one less
(more) chip is 1/3 (1/3) if 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1, and is 0 (1) and 1 (0) when k = 0 or 2n, respectively). This
probability depends on the current type proﬁle when 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1, but in the expectation over all current
type proﬁles, and contingent on any previous type proﬁle, is equal to 1/3.
Let
i
η(θ −1 )Vk,θ
−1

V̄ki =
θ−1
1 0 In

the Markovian case, the state is characterized not only by the number of chips each player has but also by the type

proﬁle θ−1 in the previous period, since the transition probabilities depend on this type proﬁle.
1 1 When

player x ∈ {i, j} is returning from suspension, the value function depends on θ−M
(the type proﬁle player x had M
x

periods ago, just before the suspension), and it depends on θ−1
−x .
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be the expected value of player i with k chips, where the expectations are taken with respect to the limiting
distribution η over θ −1 . Then the recursive equation for V̄ki , for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1 is:
1 i
1 i
1
V̄ki = εwi + (1 − ε) V̄k−1
+ (1 − ε) V̄k+1
+ (1 − ε) V̄ki + εXk ,
3
3
3

(7)

where Xk is an expression of order O(1/M). Indeed, if the number of chips held by player i in the next
period were independent of the current type proﬁle θ, then (7) would not even have the term εXk . However,
there is a correlation between the number of chips that player i will have in the next period and the current
i
i
− Vk,θ
type proﬁle θ. This correlation introduces terms of Vk,θ
′ to expression (7) - compared to the case with
i
i
i.i.d. types - which are multiplied by some coeﬃcients. By Claim 2, each term Vk,θ
− Vk,θ
′ is of order Cε,

and its multiplying coeﬃcient depends on the probability of players’ reports aﬀecting the state, which is of
order O(1/M). Hence, term Xk in expression (7) is of order O(1/M ).
Therefore, the recursive equation for V̄ki , for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1, diﬀers from its i.i.d. analogue, with types
distributed according to η, by the term εXk . Moreover, the expression for V̄ki coincides with that in the i.i.d.
case for k = 0, 2n, since the transitions in the states with k = 0, 2n are independent of types.
We will now estimate player i’s average future beneﬁt from having one more chip:
i
¯ ik := V̄k+1
∆
− V̄ki ,

¯ i with
and show that this term is of order O(M ε). As in the i.i.d. case, we evaluate the derivative of ∆
k
respect to ε by the Implicit Function Theorem, which yields the following system of linear equations:




¯ i2n−1 /∂ε
∂∆

1
0
0
.
.
.
.


 ¯i

 −1/3 2/3 −1/3
.
.   ∂∆
2n−2 /∂ε




 0
−1/3 2/3 −1/3
.
. 
.




 .
.
.
.
.
.
. 
.




 .

.
.
.




 .
.
−1/3 2/3 −1/3  


¯ i0 /∂ε
∂∆
.
.
.
.
0
0
1





M wji

i

− Mw
 
 
  X2n−1 − X2n−2
 
 
  X2n−2 − X2n−3
 
 
=
.
 
 
 
.
 
 
 
X2 − X1
 
Mwi − M vi











.








The solution to the system is obtained by Gauss-Jordan elimination method. The diﬀerence between this
system and that for the i.i.d. case comes from the presence of the expressions Xk , which are of order O(1/M ).
Thus, the diﬀerence between the solutions in the Markov case and those in the i.i.d. case,
¯ ik /∂ε,
∂∆ik /∂ε − ∂ ∆
¯ i /∂ε is of order
is of order O(n/M ). Since we assumed that n ∼ M 3/2 (see (6)), the diﬀerence ∂∆ik /∂ε − ∂ ∆
k
O(M 1/2 ).
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i
i
i
i
i
1/2
¯i
Since terms Vk,θ
− Vk,θ
).
′ are of order ε, so are terms Vk,θ − V̄k ; and terms ∆k − ∆k are of order εO(M

Thus, by (2) and the fact that terms αik and φik are of order O(1/M ), we have that for any k, θ:

i
i
i
i
αik (1 − ε) Vk+1,θ
= ε(1 + O(1/M 1/2 )) and φik (1 − ε)[Vk,θ
− Vk,θ
− Vk−1,θ
] = ε(1 + O(1/M 1/2 )).

It follows from these formulas that any change dsik (θ−1 , θ i ) in the value of sik (θ−1 , θ i ) will aﬀect i’s continuation payoﬀ by ε(1 + O(1/M 1/2 ))dsik (θ −1 , θi ), while in the i.i.d. case any change dsi in the value of si aﬀected
i’s continuation payoﬀ by εdsi .
To check players’ incentives to report truthfully, we must examine the eﬀect of each player i’s current
′

report θ̂i on her continuation payoﬀ. By referring to the one-stage deviation principle, we can assume that
player i will always report truthfully starting from the next period. By inspecting the prescribed strategies,
′

′

we see that player i’s current report θ̂i aﬀects the following: the current ﬂow payoﬀ, the value of sik (θ −1 , θ̂i )
′

′

in the current period, and value of sik+1 (θ̂ , θ+1
i ) in the next period, where θ̂ is the type proﬁle reported in
′

i
the current period.12 The former value is aﬀected through the value of Bk,T
(θ−1
j , θ̂i ), and the latter value is
′

aﬀected through the value of Eθ+1 [Bki +1 ,T (θ j , θ+1
i ) | θ̂ i ].
i

′

In total, the eﬀect of player i’s report θ̂i on her continuation payoﬀ is
′

′

−1
i
1/2
1/2
Bk,T
(θ−1
)) − (1 − ε)Eθj Eθ+1 [Bki +1 ,T (θ j , θ+1
))
j , θ̂i )(ε + O(ε/M
i ) | θ̂ i , θ j ](ε + O(ε/M
i

=

′
i
ε[Bk,T
(θ −1
j , θ̂i )

− (1 −

ε)Eθj Eθ+1 [Bki +1 ,T (θ j , θ+1
i )
i

′

1/2
| θ̂ i , θ −1
).
j ]] + O(ε/M

The term O(ε/M 1/2 ) does not aﬀect incentives, and hence can be omitted. Recalling the deﬁnition of
′

i
(θ−1
Bk,T
j , θ̂ i ), we obtain
′

′

+1
−1
i
i
Bk,T
(θ−1
j , θ̂i ) − (1 − ε)Eθj Eθ+1 [Bk+1 ,T (θ j , θi ) | θ̂ i , θ j ]
i

T

T

′

′

−1
(1 − ε)t E[u+t
j | θ̂i , θj ] − (1 − ε)

=
t=0

(1 − ε)t E[u+t+1
| θ̂i , θ−1
j ]
j
t=0

= E[uj |

′
θ̂i , θ−1
j ]

′

− (1 − ε)T +1 E[uj+T +1 | θ̂ i , θ−1
j ].

(8)

The ﬁrst term in (8) is equal to
′

′

Eθj [uj (θj , a(θ̂ i , θ j )) | θ̂ i , θ−1
j ],
and together with the eﬀect of player i’s report on her current ﬂow payoﬀ, it gives her incentives to maximize
′

the total payoﬀ; while the second term in (8) depends on θ̂i up to some value less than ∆, and therefore is
inessential to player i’s incentives.
1 2 In

the next period, the number of chips held by player i may diﬀer from k. We denote that number by k+1 .
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7

Eﬃcient chip strategies for games with any number of players

We will modify the chip strategies constructed previously for two-player games to accommodate games with
any number of players. Under some assumptions on the stage game, the modiﬁed chip strategies will also
constitute an (approximately) eﬃcient equilibrium. The chip strategies in games with more than two players
prescribe several stages. In each stage, there is a non-empty subset R ⊂ I of active players, and the total
payoﬀ of set R is maximized. Over time, some players may become active and other players may have to
leave set R, by going on suspension. As a result, the stage of the game may change. At the beginning, all
the players are active.
In this section, we will describe chip strategies only in the stage in which all players are active, and
postpone describing strategies in other stages (in which some players are on suspension) to Section 7.1. We
modify the strategies from Section 4 as follows:
Before the game begins, every player is given n chips. Then one player is selected at random, and taken
away a chip (which is shared equally by the remaining I − 1 players). In each period, players exchange chips,
and given that all players are still active (i.e., no player goes on suspension), exactly one player will have
fewer than n chips. All her missing chips are always shared equally among the other (active) players. If it
happens at the end of some period, that each player has exactly n chips, then a player is selected randomly
from the set of all players in an equal-chance lottery, and one chip is taken away from the selected player.
We denote the state in which player i has 0 < k < n chips by Ωik . We modify (C1)—(C3) in the deﬁnition
of the chip strategies from Section 4 to (K1)—(K3) as follows:
(K1) In state Ωik , player i obtains a chip from the opponents (a fraction of 1/(I − 1) from each opponent)
with probability αik si 1{si >0} , and player i gives the opponents a chip (a fraction of 1/(I −1) to each opponent)
with probability −φik si 1{si ≤0} , where αik and φik are deﬁned as in the two-player case;
j
j=i φi,k sj 1{sj ≤0} , and
αji,k and φji,k will be deﬁned

(K2) In state Ωik , player i obtains a chip from the opponents with probability −
j
j=i αi,k sj 1{sj >0} ,

player i gives the opponents a chip with probability

where

shortly;
(K3) In state Ωik , player i gives the opponents a chip with probability
1
− φik pi −
3

αji,k pj ,
j=i

independently of the messages sent in the current period; and player i obtains from the opponents a chip
with probability
1
− αik pi −
3

φji,k pj ,
j=i

independent of the messages sent in the current period.
Part (D) is as in Section 4, and part (E) will be discussed in the next section.
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Intuitively, a player with fewer than n chips is provided incentives to maximize the total payoﬀ by a
higher chance of obtaining a chip versus being taken a chip away, as in the two-player case. In turn, players
with more than n chips are provided incentives (player by player) by a higher chance that the player with
fewer than n chips will be taken away one more chip (versus the chance that she will obtain a chip back).
The coeﬃcients αik and φik for 0 < k < n, and the coeﬃcients αji,k and φji,k for j = i and 0 < k < n, are
deﬁned in such a way that equation (2) and the following equations are satisﬁed:
j
j
j
j
− Wi,k+1
] = ε and φji,k (1 − ε) Wi,k−1
− Wi,k
= ε,
αji,k (1 − ε)[Wi,k
j
where Wi,k
stands for the continuation payoﬀ of player j in state Ωik . These two last equations guarantee

that in state Ωik player j maximizes the total (across all players) stage-game payoﬀ. As in Section 4, the
V ’s and the W ’s are determined by recursive expressions: equations (3)—(5) for the V ’s, the corresponding
equations for the W ’s, and the equation
i
Wj,n


1
i
= Vni = Vn−1
+
I



j=i

i
.
Wj,n−1

This last equation must hold because our strategies prescribe that when each player has exactly n chips, a
player is selected randomly from the set of all players in an equal-chance lottery, and a chip is taken away
from the selected player.
These chip strategies are approximately eﬃcient when n is suﬃciently large, but the incentive constraints
are satisﬁed only under the following additional assumption:
Assumption IV: For any i, j ∈ {1, ..., I} and any R such that i, j ∈ R,


1 
|R|

R∋l=i



i
i
i
 < wR−{j}
wR−{l}
+ vR−{i}
.

The assumption says that any player i prefers the suspension of any player j other than herself to the
suspension of a randomly chosen player (including herself). Assumption IV is satisﬁed in many applications,
including all anonymous stage games. However, Assumption IV is strong. In particular, it implies that the
payoﬀ of any player i when some player l = i is on suspension cannot be much larger than player i’s payoﬀ
when another player j = i, l is on suspension. The assumption seems necessary for the modiﬁed construction.
Intuitively, if player j is currently holding fewer than n chips, then player i must be willing to sacriﬁce some
ﬂow payoﬀ to increase the chance that player j is taken away one more chip, as opposed to the chance
that player j will obtain one chip back. The former event will increase the chance that player j will go on
suspension, and the latter event will increase the chance that some random player (including player i) will
go on suspension. This is exactly what is guaranteed by Assumption IV.
Theorem 4. If the players’ types are i.i.d. (or more generally Markov) and the stage game satisﬁes
Assumptions I—IV, then the eﬃcient payoﬀ can be approximated by chip-strategy strict equilibria when the
discount factor δ approaches 1.
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Of course, we still need to specify the strategies at histories in which some players are on suspension.
Such histories, except those in which only one player is active, are speciﬁc for the games with more than two
players. We discuss “the play on suspension” in the following section. Once the strategies at histories in
which some players are on suspension are speciﬁed, it will become clear that the proof of Theorem 4 closely
mimics the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. So, we will omit the details of this proof.
Remark 1. Of course, there are many other ways of deﬁning transitions between various states. They
need to have only the properties indicated in boldface in Section 5. Perhaps some alternative transitions
would allow to prove Theorem 4 under a diﬀerent set of assumptions, or even under a somewhat relaxed
version of Assumption IV. We have not explored all of the alternative ways. We conjecture, however, that
it would be necessary to assume a bound on the payoﬀs of a player i when the opponent j is suspended, by
a function of player i’s payoﬀ when the opponent l is suspended.

7.1

Play on suspension

To complete the analysis, we need to specify the play at stages when some players are on suspension. First,
notice that our analysis of the two-player case is valid if we assume that players go on suspension not for a
deterministic number of periods, M , but for a random number of periods. That is, in every period, a player
on suspension is allowed to come back and become active with probability µ, such that the expected length
of suspension is

∞

tµ(1 − µ)t−1 =

M=
t=1

1
.
µ

(9)

We deﬁne the repeated-game strategies as follows:
For each number J < I of active players, denote the values n[J] and M [J] as the number of chips per
player and the expected length of suspension at any stage with J active players. If all the players are active,
we have n[I] = n and M [I] = M.
Recall that Ωik denotes the state in which all players are active and i is the player with k < n chips. Once
1 ,i
player i1 goes on suspension, the play moves to state Ωin[I−1]−1
in which player i, who is randomly chosen

from the players other than i1 , gives away one chip. In states Ωik1 ,i with 0 < k < n[I − 1], players maximize
the total payoﬀ of the players other than i1 , and the transitions between states are deﬁned as in the repeated
game in which there are I − 1 players and they are all active. In any state Ωik1 ,i , player i1 can return from
suspension, in which case the play moves to state Ωi11 , that is, one chip is returned to player i1 (so she holds
1 chip). What happened in states Ωik1 ,i becomes irrelevant: If player i1 goes on suspension again, then the
1 ,i
play moves to state Ωin[I−1]−1
for the player i who is randomly selected from the players other than i1 .

If player i1 is on suspension and the game reaches the stage in which another player i2 goes on suspension
(for an expected length of M [I − 1] periods), a player i is randomly selected from the players other than i1
i1 ,i2 ,i
i1 ,i2 ,i
and i2 , and the play moves to state Ωn[I−2]−1
. In state Ωn[I−2]−1
, the players maximize the total payoﬀ of
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the active players, that is, all players but i1 and i2 , and the transitions between states are deﬁned as in the
repeated game in which there are I − 2 players and they are all active. In each period, either of the players
i1 , i2 may return from suspension. We impose the following condition: if a player returns from suspension,
all the players who went on suspension after her, return to the game as well. That is, if player i1 returns,
then player i2 returns to the game as well, and the play moves to state Ωi11 . One chip is returned to player i1 ,
and what happened after the period in which i1 went on suspension becomes irrelevant. If player i2 returns
from suspension before player i1 , then the play moves to state Ωi11 ,i2 . That is, one chip is returned to player
i2 , and what happened after the time that player i2 went on suspension becomes irrelevant.
More generally, for any sequence of players i1 , i2 , ..., il on suspension, the total payoﬀ of the active players
is maximized in states Ωik1 ,i2 ,...,il ,i with 0 < k < n[I − l], and the transitions between states are deﬁned as in
the repeated game in which there are I − l players and they are all active.13 If an active player il+1 goes on
i ,i ,...,i ,i

,i

1 2
l l+1
suspension, the play moves to state Ωn[I−l−1]−1
in which a randomly selected player i = i1 , i2 , ..., il , il+1

begins with n[I − l − 1] − 1 chips. If player im , m = 1, ..., l, returns from suspension, then the players
im+1 , ..., il return as well, and the play moves to state Ωi11 ,i2 ,...,im .
We will now present a concrete example of chip strategies in a game with three players. The outcome
implemented by these strategies will be ineﬃcient. The purpose of this example is rather to exhibit the
simplest possible strategies representing our construction. In particular, the length of suspension periods
will be deterministic, and the rules governing the chip transition will also be deterministic, contingent on
the choice of player whose report determines the chip transition.
Example. Consider the following model of favor exchange. In each period, each player can provide a
favor to the two other players, whose beneﬁt from receiving the favor is 1 per player. The cost to the provider
is i.i.d., taking values 2 + ϑ or ϑ with a ﬁfty-ﬁfty chance. If ϑ < 2, the eﬃcient action of each player is to
provide the favor only is the cost is equal to ϑ. And if ϑ > 0, no player has ever an incentive to provide a
favor in the stage game.
Consider now the following chip strategies. Each player begins with n = n[3] = 2 chips, and each player
is initially active. Then, one player is selected at random, and taken away a chip. Next, players truthfully
announce their costs, and play the eﬃcient actions. After that, one of them is selected randomly. If this is
the player with one chip, and she reported the cost of ϑ, she obtains a second chip; if she reported the cost
of 2 + ϑ, she is taken away the only her chip, and goes on suspension. If this is the player with more than
one chip, and she reported the cost of 2 + ϑ, the player with one chip obtains a second chip; if she reported
the cost of ϑ, the player with one chip is taken away her only chip, and goes on suspension.
The suspension of any player lasts M[3] = 1 period, in which each active player has n[2] = 1 chip. In
this state, one of the two active players is selected at random, and taken away a chip. This means that the
1 3 In

particular, if player i is the only active player, then players take the actions that maximize i’s payoﬀ, given i’s reported

type.
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selected player goes on immediate suspension. The suspension lasts M [2] = 1 period. In other words, when
one of the three players goes on suspension because of losing both chips, another player (selected randomly)
also goes on suspension as well. And after one period of suspension both players return, and the game is
continued with the player who went on suspension ﬁrst having one chip. Players on suspension provide
favors, independently of their costs, while the only active player provides no favors, also independently of
the cost being equal to 2 + ϑ or ϑ.
i
i
In this game, wR
= 1 − 0.5ϑ when |R| = 2 and i ∈ R, and vR
= −ϑ when |R| = 2 and i ∈
/ R. That is,

the expected ﬂow payoﬀ of a player who is not on suspension is 1 − 0.5ϑ, and it is only −ϑ for the player
j
- the continuation payoﬀ of player j = i when
on suspension. By symmetry of payoﬀs and strategies, Wi,k

player i has k = 0, 1, 2 chips - is the same for all i and j, and will be denoted by Wk ; similarly, Vki - the
continuation payoﬀ of player i when player i has k = 0, 1, 2 chips - is the same for all i, and will be denoted
by Vk . Both W0 and V0 refer to the states such that |R| = 2. Notice that W2 = V2 , and will be denoted by
U.
Then,
W0 = (1 − δ) · (1 − 0.5ϑ) + δW1
1
1
W1 = (1 − δ) · (1 − 0.5ϑ) + δU + δW0
2
2
1
2
U = V1 + W1
3
3
1
1
V1 = (1 − δ) · (1 − 0.5ϑ) + δU + δV0
2
2
V0 = (1 − δ) · (−ϑ) + δV1
These equations determine Wk ’s and Vk ’s.
To show that the prescribed strategies constitute an equilibrium, we must check that players have incentives to report their types truthfully when one of the players has one chip. This means that
1
(1 − δ)ϑ ≤ δ(U − V0 ) ≤ (1 − δ)(2 + ϑ)
3
for the player who has 1 chip, and that
1
(1 − δ)ϑ ≤ δ(W0 − U) ≤ (1 − δ)(2 + ϑ)
3
for the opponents of that player. These inequalities are satisﬁed, for example, for δ = 0.9 and ϑ = 0.1.
It seems useful to explain some relation between our equilibria and the equilibria from some closely
related papers. Our construction is in a way similar to the constructions used in Fudenberg et al. (1994)
(henceforth FLM), and Hörner et al. (2015) (henceforth HTV). In those papers, players always maximize
a certain weighted average of their payoﬀs. On the equilibrium paths of our equilibria, players maximize
the total payoﬀ of a subset of players. So, they maximize only speciﬁc weighted averages. In addition, the
weighted averages of players’ payoﬀs which are maximized in FLM and HTV keep actively changing over
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time, while chip strategies use only some ﬁxed set of weighted averages. This feature allows for providing a
more detailed description of players’ behavior compared to these two other papers, since one only needs to
know the set of active players to prescribe actions (reports) for the current period.
The changes in weights are used in FLM and HTV to provide players incentives to play the prescribed
actions by using player-speciﬁc punishments. This requires assuming that the set of stage-game payoﬀ vectors
is full dimensional. The corresponding role is played in our setting by Assumption IV. Actually, Assumption
IV, together with the existence of a bad equilibrium imply that the set of stage-game payoﬀ vectors is full
dimensional. Similarly, Assumption IV is related to the nonempty interior assumption in Escobar and Toikka
(2011), although it is used in a slightly diﬀerent way. Escobar and Toikka use nonempty interior to impose
player-speciﬁc punishments only oﬀ equilibrium path. In chip strategies, the ineﬃcient stages are used to
deter players from misreporting their types and occur on the equilibrium path.
It should be almost clear that we can prove Theorem 4 by analogous arguments to those used to prove
Theorems 2 and 3. Only some additional comments seem important and necessary:
1) From the perspective of a state with I − l active players, the probability of returning to a state with
a higher number of active players, that is, when one of the players i1 , i2 , ..., il comes back from suspension,
can be thought of as additional discounting. This probability, so the additional discounting, vanish when the
discounting in the repeated game vanishes, and when all expected lengths of suspension M, M [I −1], ..., M[I −
l + 1] tend to inﬁnity at an appropriate rate. More precisely, we require that at any stage with x active
players, the ratios

n[x] M 2 [x]
M[x] , n[x] ,

and

M[x]
n[x−1]

tend to inﬁnity. Under these conditions, we can use an inductive

argument, backward with respect to the number of players on suspension, and show that the expected payoﬀ
of every player i in every state in which all the players are active converges to the eﬃcient payoﬀ wi .
2) Among any set of active I − l players, there is exactly one player i who holds fewer chips than anyone
else, and is thus more likely to go on suspension. Our assumptions guarantee that each of active I − l players
assigns a positive value to having more chips. More speciﬁcally, Assumption II guarantees that player i does
not want to go on suspension, and Assumption IV guarantees that any other active player j = i prefers
player i to go on suspension to some random player (including player j) going on suspension. These two
assumptions enable us to ﬁnd an appropriate probability in which a player’s report aﬀects the state such
that the player has incentives to report truthfully. In addition, players have incentives for not deviating
from the prescribed actions, because the continuation payoﬀ of each player, whether on suspension or not, is
arbitrarily close to an eﬃcient payoﬀ. And Assumption III enables us to discipline players by the perspective
of playing the bad equilibrium.
i
3) Finally, we need to justify the recursive formulas for Vni and Wj,n
for the game in which all the players

are active. For the two-player game, those formulas were obtained under the assumption that when a player
is on suspension, player i obtains the stage-game payoﬀ of vi or wji (depending on whether i or j = i is on
suspension) for M consecutive periods. Note that this is true in approximation for any number of players,
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because the probability of any other player going on suspension when one player is already on suspension
tends to 0 when n → ∞.

8

Advantages of chip strategies

One advantage of chip strategies over other strategies used for similar purposes in the existing literature
(such as review strategies) is that players condition their actions on only a simple statistics of the past play,
especially when the number of players is small. In the case of two players, for example, if the play is in
the cooperation phase (i.e., no player is on suspension), they condition only on the number of chips each
player has, and–when types are Markov–the type proﬁle reported in the previous period. If a player is on
suspension, they condition on the number of periods in which that player has already been suspended.
In particular, chip strategies depend only minimally (and indirectly) on the space of types and actions.
Therefore, they seem particularly attractive in games with large numbers of types and actions. Indeed,
repeated-game strategies typically prescribe diﬀerent actions for diﬀerent types, and must give players incentives to play such actions. For example, review strategies do so by dividing the time horizon into long
blocks, and performing a test at the end of each block to check whether the frequency of actions taken within
that block is close to the frequency that would be expected if the players had taken the prescribed actions.
If the numbers of both types and actions are large, then review strategies require performing a large number
of frequency tests, making chip strategies to be a relatively simple and attractive alternative.

9
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